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Fiesta y Siesta 

"A Mexican Feast!"

A magical Mexican meal awaits you at Fiesta y Siesta, where there is

something to suit every palate. The restaurant has a very casual, friendly

vibe and it is very easy to just relax and settle down for a hearty meal. The

crispy chicken tacos are one of the most popular dishes on the menu, but

the fajitas and barbecue ribs are also delicious. Homemade sauces like

guacamole add an extra burst of flavor to the meal. There are many

options for vegetarians and those requiring gluten-free dishes as well.

 +39 06 4424 0443  fiestaysiesta@hotmail.it  Via Nomentana 155, Rome
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La Cucaracha 

"Authentic Mexican Restaurant"

When you have exhausted your desire for pizza and pasta, it is hard to

find an ethnic restaurant in Rome that actually retains its authenticity. The

owners of La Cucaracha, just a few steps from the Cipro metro stop, hail

from Acapulco, Mexico and have brought both the cheerful atmosphere as

well as the delicious cuisine of the country to Rome. The vibrant interior is

decorated in traditional Mexican style, with Mexican artwork, tablecloths,

and piñatas coloring the inviting dining rooms. La Cucaracha is all

business when it comes to perfectly recreating the traditional dishes and

frothy Margherita of Mexico. The lively atmosphere is perfect for a party

and Tuesday nights there is live Mariachi music.

 +39 06 3974 6373  www.lacucaracha.it/  info@lacucaracha.it  Via Mocenigo 10a, Rome
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El Pueblo 

"Carib-Mexy Delicacies!"

El Pueblo is one of the most sought after restaurants in the neighborhood.

They are spread over two levels, with the downstairs serving Caribbean

and the upstairs is decorated on the Maya Temple theme. This warm and

friendly place offers delicious Mexican and Caribbean dishes that are

traditionally prepared; without disappointing its patrons. The bar is full

stocked and you may want to enjoy the tequila shots before your meals.

Whether its a special meal with your family or a dear one, this place shall

sure offer memories to cherish. For more information on their private

dining, call ahead.

 +39 06 63 1855  www.elpueblo.it/  ristoranteelpueblo@yahoo.i

t

 Via G. de Vecchi Pieralice

34-36, Rome
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Bistro By Linda 

"Mexican Fiesta In Rome!"

This cozy and inviting Mexican restaurant is vibrant and is mostly filled

with young people, making it a great place to socialize in the Roman city.

Known for their quality food which also features Tex Mex dishes, the

menu has all the familiar Mexican favorites such as the tortillas, nachos,

guacamole and tostada. Tipple on beer, tequila, cocktail or wine while

waiting for your dinner and end with a delicious Mexican cuppa.

Reservations are recommended as it tends to get filled up.

 +39 06 4424 4889  www.bistrobylinda.it/  info@bistrobylinda.it  Via Eleonora D'Arborea 15,

Rome
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Cucara Macara 

"South-Central Mexican Cooking"

If you have recently returned from a trip to Mexico and are all too aware of

how important it is to be able to revisit this magical place in your mind,

this restaurant will provide all the familiar smells and tastes of Mexican

cuisine.Cucara Macara is a small restaurant but incredibly famous for their

authentic dishes, fine drinks and, friendly and knowledgeable staff.

Reservations are strongly suggested.

 +39 06 8200 1871  www.cucaramacara.it/  Viale Gottardo 85-97, Rome
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